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Large Deviation Probabilities for 
Certain Dependent Processes* 
KESAR SINGH+ 
Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, and Stanford University 
Communicated by P. R. Krishnaiah 
Certain results on large deviation probabilities for linear and m-dependent 
processes are considered here. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This work is a contribution towards relaxing independence in the theory of 
LDP. Section 2 of this paper contains a Chernoffs theorem type result for 
linear processes under the absolute summability condition of the coefficients. 
Sections 3 and 4 prove a kind of limit theorem for various statistics based on 
m-dependent processes. The relevance of the later limit theorems is explained 
below. 
Let {fi,} be a stochastic sequence intending to estimate the real parameter 
,u. Consider the root of the equation 
2(1 - @(dJ,,,)) = WPU, -PI 2 El9 
where E is some positive number. If there is a sequence r(n) of positive 
numbers s.t. 
then r(n) is called AEV (asymptotic effective variance) of p,, (see Bahadur, 
1960). If for all positive sequences E, -+ E > 0, 
n-’ 1% m4l -PI > &“I = -ww + 0, + On,,), (1.1) 
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where y > 0, lim,+, 0, = 0 and lim,,, O,,, = 0 for all E sufficiently small, 
then r/n is an AEV of p, and it is unique in the sense that for any other 
sequence r’(n) with the same property, lim,+, r/nr’(n) = 1. 
An estimate like (1. I) can be interpreted in testing of hypothesis problems 
as follows. Let the testing problem be 0 = 8, vs 8 > &,, where 0 is some real 
parameter of a statistical family. Let the test statistic be T, -D(&), large 
values of the statistic being significant. The level attained is 1 - Q,(T, - 
o(&,)), where Q, is the d.f. of T,, - o(8,) under B,,. 
Assume that, under B,, 
n-l log P(T,, - D(&,) 2 E,) = -(+&,)(l + 0, + O,,,), 
where y0 > 0, E, --t E, and 0, and O,,, are as in (1.1). Further, let T, + D(8) 
a.s. [e] with D(e) s.t. o(e) > qe,) for 8 > 8, and o(e) + zqe,) as e \ 8,. 
Then, under 0 > e,,, 
n-1 lokid1 - cm, - wm = -m9 - w,ml + rg + ~n,e)/2h, 
where lim 8L0, rB = 0 and lim,,, r,, e = 0 a.s. [e] for all e sufficiently close 
to 8,. In a sense, this means that the performance of a test based on T,, - 
D(e,) is proportional to p(e) - o(e,))* and inversely proportional to yO, 
locally. A similar interpretation holds for two-sided tests as well. In Sections 
3 and 4 we establish bounds like (1.1) for various statistics based on m- 
dependent processes. 
2. SAMPLE MEAN OF LINEAR PROCESSES 
We derive a Chernoff’s theorem type LDP result for linear processes using 
the following general theorem. For a r.v. X, let sup(X) = inf{x: 
P(X > x) = 0). 
THEOREM 1. Let {T,,} be a sequence of statistics having the represen- 
tation 1 T,, - XI=,,, Yil < R,, where {Y,} is a sequence of i.i.d. T.v.3 having 
mean zero and R, is another sequence of statistics. For a > 0, let 
h(n, a) = inf{x > 0 s.t. E exp(xR,) > exp(an)} 
=n if R, is degenerate at zero. 
Zffor some a Jnite, lim,+, h(n, a) = 00, then 
,li+li n-l log P(T, > nd) = f>ni{-td + log E exp(tY,)} 
(=0 if Y, does not have finite m.g$) (2.1) 
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for d > 0, provided one of the following holds: A,. d # sup( Y,). A,. P( Y, = 
sup(Y,)) = 0. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 of Bahadur (1969) that 
the function g, = inf,,, E exp(-tx + tY,) is continuous on (0, sup(Y,)). On 
(sup(Y,), co), g, = 0. Further, if A, holds, it can be shown that g, is 
continuous on (0, co). If g, is continuous at d and lim,+, h(n, a) = co, it 
follows that . 
lim n-’ log P(y,, > d f 4a/h(n, a)) = log g,. 
“-CC (2.2) 
Furthermore, some elementary inequalities and the definition of h(n, a) imply 
1 P(T,, > nd) - P( F,, > d f 4a/h(n, a))[ 
< P(R, > Jna/h(n, a)) 
< exp(-2an)E exp(h(n, a) R,/2) < exp(-an). (2.3) 
Since the function h(n, a) is nondecreasing in a for every fixed n, a can be 
chosen to be arbitrarily large; hence (2.2) and (2.3) yield (2.1). 
We state the LDP result for linear processes as 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let {Z,} be a double sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with mean 
zero and E exp(tZ,) < CO for all real t. Let the process {Xi} be defined as 
x, = c,= O,a, ajZ,-j, where ,7J,=0,a, laJl < 00 and z = Cj=o,a a]# 0. Then 
lim n-l log P(f,, > d) = in{{-td + log@ exp(tzZ,))} (2.4) 
“+a 
for d > 0 provided one of the following holds: (AT) d # sup(zZ,), (A:) 
P(zZ, = sup(zZ,)) = 0. 
ProoJ: Let us define X,, = Cj=,+, ajZ,-, and t,,, = Ci=a,b ai where 
a, b are nonnegative integers and b(>a) can be +co. Let 
z,=l+sup c la./l, 
i>l j=i,oo 
so that z,, > 0 and 1 ta,bl/~O < 1 for all 1 < a < b Q co. Evidently Ci= r,” X,i = 
C1=Ln to,,-1 ZI=C*=,,.W*- 4-i+1,mZi). 
Therefore it follows that 
n I~,,-zZ,I <R,= C Itn-i+l,aZil + 2 Iti+l,n+iZ-iI* 
i=l,?l i=O,m 
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Applying the fact that Lp-norms are nondecreasing in p > 1, 
h(E fw(~~,)) = loi+@ ew(~zo(4Jzo)>) 
< -s ILi+1,&0 [ i=L;,n 
+ x Ifi+*,n+i lko] log(E exp(tzo I z. I)). (2.5) 
i=O,cn 
If Ci=O,m Iail < co, both the terms in the [ ] bracket above are o(n), so that 
E ev(W < Wexp(zot IZoI)F’n~ 
where n/b,, + co as n + co. This implies in this case that 
h(n, 1) > inf{x s.t. E exp(z,x lZ,l) > exp(n/b,)} 
which converges to co as n -+ co; thus this corollary follows from 
Theorem 1. 1 
It may not be out of place to mention that Chanda (1972) also established 
a LDP result for linear processes assuming that a, Q pi for some p E (0, 1) 
and that the distribution of Z, satisfies Cramer’s condition. We give below a 
counterexample to show that if none of the conditions (AT) and (A$) hold 
then (2.4) may be false. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let O<d=sup(Z,)<co, O<P(Z,=d)<l, and 
a,. = 2-‘-l for i > 0. Then z = C,=o,oo a, = 1 and 
whereas 
P(x,, > d) = P(Z, = d for all integers i < n) = 0, 
P(Zn > d) = P(Z, = d for all 1 < i ( n) = (P(Z, = d))“; 
so that inf r>o{-fd + log E exp(rZ,)} = log P(Zo = sup(Z,)) > -co. 
3. LINEAR STATISTICS BASED ON III-DEPENDENT PROCESSES 
Hereafter {Y,} denotes a sequence of m-dependent r.v.‘s with mean 0, c,‘s 
are positive constants. E, denotes a sequence with the property that 
wwc E, = E. 0, and 0, E are remainders with the properties lim,, 0, = 0 
and lim,, O,,, = 0 for all E sufficiently small. For convenience, let us say 
that a process R(n, E) is (*) if for some 6,) 6, positive 
P(IR(n, &)I > .c’+*l) < cl exp(--E*%z(l + 0, + O,,,)) 
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for all positive E, sufficiently small. If a statistic T, has the decomposition 
Tn = Tn., +&I,,, R,,, is (*), and T,,, has the LDP bound 
n-l log W’,,, 2 E,) = +*/2y)(l + 0, + O,,,), 
then so does T,,. 
THEOREM 2. Let v = V(Y,) + 2 Ci=l,m-, cov(Y,, Y,+i) > 0 and H(t) = 
E exp(tYi) < 03 for all 1 t I< a > 0. Then 
n-l log P( r, > E,) = -(EZ/2zJ)( 1 + 0, + O,,,). 
ProoJ W.1.a.g. we assume v = 1. Let E be small enough s.t. E-“’ > m. 
Taking p = [s-‘/*1 and k= [n/(p + m)], we break the sum Ci=,,n Y, as 
follows 
where h=Cj=l p Ycp+rn)(i-l)+j and ~i=Cj=l,,,, 5p+m)(i-l)+p+j* We shall 
see first that n” CI=l,k vi and n-‘<,+ r are (*). It follows by repeated 
application of Holder’s inequality that E exp(a ] vi I/m) < E exp(a ] Y, ]) < CO; 
therefore E exp(eq,) < 1 + c2s2 for all positive E in a neighborhood of zero. 
Consequently 
P “* < exp(-2c, ns”“)(E exp(s5’srj,))k 
< exp(-2c2ns7’4)( 1 + c2 s5’4)k 
< exp(-2c, ns7’4 + c2 ke514) 
,< exp(-c, ~5”~) 
for all E small. A similar bound is established for -C,=l,k vi to conclude 
that n-l zi=l,k 4’1 is (*). Turning to ck+ r, we note that 
‘(1 tk+ 11 > n&“? < p ( , ,=;+, I Y,l> ne”“) 
< exp(-s “%)E exp E”’ C I yiI) 
i=l,p+m 
< exp(-Fn)E exp(.s3’4([s-Y’] + m) ] Y, I) 
= exp(-s15’8n(l + o(1))) 
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if E is small enough s.t. E”“([E-~‘] + m) < Q. Thus it only remains to be seen 
that 
p c 5r> nc, 
( i=l,k 1 
=exp(--nc*(l + 0, + 0,,,)/2). 
Let US write P(Ci= L,k C > ~zE,) = P(Ci=l,k C > k~,), where C = clsV4, 
a,, = (n/k) &V4, and E, = E, E- 1’4(1 + O(E~‘)). Let us define H*(s) = 
E exp(s<;) and 
v(s) = (H*(s))- l irn x exp(sx) dP(c, <x). 
-m 
H*(s) and V(S) are well defined in the region Is] < aeu4/4, to which we 
confine the rest of the estimation. Applying Holder’s inequality and the 
moment inequality given as Lemma 1.9 of Ibragimov (1962), we have 
IH*(s) - 1 - s%(<;)*/2] 
< s3E(I G I3 exp(s I G I))/6 
Q s3 
[ 
E Ic,16E exp 2ss ( u4 ,& lyJ)]vy6 
< s3[E 15 i6E exp(2se”4p ] Y, ])I”‘*/6 < c3s3 
in the region IS] < ac”4/4. Also, it is easily seen that E(r;)* = 1 + O(sV2). 
Thus, ]H*(s) - 1 - s*/2] < c4s E * V4. By similar expansions, one finds that 
I v(s) - s ( < c5 S&V4. (3.1) 
That the function V(S) is continuous on [0, UE”~/~] and is right continuous at 
zero (v(0) = 0) follows from the dominated convergence theorem. Utilizing 
these facts, (3.1), and the intermediate value theorem, we conclude that the 
equation v(b,) = a, has solutions for all n large enough and that any solution 
has to satisfy b, = a, + O(a,eY4). 
Now, define the d.f. G(., b,) by 
dG(x, b,) = (H*(b,))-’ exp(b,x) dP(r; <x) 
and let a*(b,) and r(b,) be its variance and the third moment. If G,(., b,) 
denotes the convolution of n copies of G(., b,), then 








O” A@,) ew(-W,b) dG,(u(b,) k”*z + kv(b,), b,), (3.2) 
a 
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where A@,) = (H*QJ,))~ exp(-b,ku,) and D(b,) = u(b,) b,kv2. Some easy 
expansions also show that o*(b,) = 1 + O(b,), A(b,) = exp(-k(bi/2 + 
O(b;‘*))), D(b,) = k”2(b, + O(b;)), and r(b,) = 0( 1). The Berry-Es&en 
theorem and these estimates imply 
mg 1 G,(o(b,) kU2z + kv(b,), b,) - Q(z)1 < c,k- ‘*. 
Now we are ready to estimate the desired probability. The r.h.s. of (3.2) 
equals 
A@,) j m exp(--D(b,)z) d@(z) 
Cl 
+A@,) I, co exp(-D(b,)z) d(G,(o(b,) k1’2z) + ka,, b,) - Q(z) 
= 44) exp(P(4,))*/2)[1 - @VW,))1 + A@,) W-“*I 
(using the integration by parts) 
= exp(-ne*( 1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2), 
substituting the estimates of A(b,), D(b,), and b,. 
Theorem 2 generalizes very easily to the case of linear processes. In fact, 
this extension only needs the assumption that the original r.v.‘s have m.g.f. in 
a neighborhood of zero. Using the bound (2.5) it is seen that R, is (*). 
We now state a uniform version of Theorem 2. We need to recall this 
result in the next section while dealing with multivariate 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. 
THEOREM 3. Let f,, ,u E A, be a family of measurable functions defined 
on real line. Let us assume supus,, 1 f,(YJ <f (Y,), where f is a measurable 
function s.t. f(Y,) has m.g.f. in a neighborhood of zero, and inf,.,, V,, > 0, 
where 
v, = WjLKN + 2 c COV(f,(Y,)~f,(Y, +*>>* 
i=l,m-I 
Then 
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This claim is verified by checking that all the estimates in the proof of 
Theorem 2, when adopted for f,(Y,), are uniform in p E n under the 
conditions assumed above. 
The next theorem is a multivariate extension of Theorem 2. A corollary of 
this theorem has been applied in the next section in connection with the 
Anderson-Dariing statistic. 
THEOREM 4. Let {Yi} = { Yil,..., Y,, } be a stationary sequence of q- 
variate, m-dependent random vectors. We assume that Z = {oi,}9X4, where 
oij = cov( Yli) Ylj) + 5‘ 
k=;;;;1-1 
Ccovty*i~ ‘* +k,j) + cov(yt*+kJi~ ylj))~ 
is positive definite. For a bounded convex set C E R4, with the null vector as 
an interior point, let I, = inf{h’(a)/aCa’, where a is any nonnull vector and 
a . x = h(a) is a supporting hyperplane of C}. Then 
n-’ log P 
( 
n-’ J‘ Yi-E(Y,) E &,Cc = -(&*I,)(1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2, 
i5.n 1 
where Cc is the complement of the set C. 
The proof we have in mind is based on the ideas of Theorem 9 of Rubin 
and Sethuraman (1965). It turns out that, given our Theorems 2 and 3, 
essentially the same steps go through. 
COROLLARY 3.1. In the special case C = {x: xAx’ < 1 }, where A is some 
positive definite matrix, (I,$’ = (AZ), = the largest eigenvalue of the 
matrix AZ. Thus, ifEY, = 0, 
n-’ log P(??,Av; > E:) = -(ne2/2(AZ),)( 1 + 0, + O,,,), 
where Y, = n-’ Ci= 1 ,n Y i. Specializing further, 
n-l log P(II9,11 > E,) = -(m*/2(Z),)( 1 + 0, + O,,,). 
The last theorem of this section is about trimmed L-statistics. The idea of 
Bahadur-Kiefer representation of quantiles is exploited in the proof. Let 
F,(.) and F; ‘(.) denote the right continuous versions of empirical and 
quantile processes of (Y,, Y, ,..., Y,). 
THEOREM 5. Let F be the d$ of Y, and W be some function of bounded 
variation on [a, p], 0 < a <p < 1. We define 
L, = ‘F,-‘(t) dW(t), 
1 
L = ’ F-‘(t) d W(t), 
a I a 
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and assume that F”(x) exists Vx E (F-‘(a - 6), F:-‘(p + a)), for a 6 > 0; 
0 < c, > F’(x) > cg > 0 and IF”(x)1 < cg throughout the inter&. If 
F’(F-‘(I)) =f,, ult= (t--1(X, <F-‘(t))}/ft, ui = J”, uitdW(t) and 
then 
o<+ V(u,)+2 1 cov(u,7 ul+i)3 
i=l,ftI-1 
n-l log P(L, - L > E,) = -(ne*/c$( 1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2. 
The proofs of this theorem and the theorems in the next section use an 
exponential bound which we present as 
LEMMA 3.1. Let {X,} be a stationary sequence of m-dependent, bounded 
r.u.‘s with mean zero and V(X,) + 2 Ci= ,,m-, cov(Y,, Y, +,) < B < 1. For 
positive numbers D, Z satisfying Z < D and ZnB < D’, there exist positive 
constants cl0 and c,,, depending upon m and [IX, llco only, s.t. 
Proof: We write CICl,” X, = x,=l,k(& + vi) + &+, just as in the proof 
of Theorem 2, replacing Y, by Xi and taking p = m. 
P i=X+, &>CloD) G~xP(-cwZ)E~XP (ZD-’ i=z+, (3 
( , 
4 cl1 exp(--c,,Z)(E exp(ZD-lt,))k 
< c,, exp(-c,, Z + k log( 1 + c12 Z’D-*B)) 
< cl 1 ev(-Z) 
for cl0 large enough, since ZnB < D2 and V(r,) < 2Bm. -Ci=l,k+l & and 
kC,=l,k v, are treated similarly to get the bound. 
Proof of Theorem 5. With Bahadur-Kiefer representation of quantiles in 
mind, we write 
L,-L=n-’ C u,+R(n). 
i=l,n 
Under the assumed regularity conditions about F, if E,(a) and E;‘(e) denote 
the right continuous versions of empirical and quantile processes of U, = 
F(X,), i = l,..., n, then 
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< Cl3 &stlp~I [E,‘(t) - t + EN - 4 
The theorem is established by showing that the two statistics in the r.h.s. 
above are (*). This is done by the method of subdivision, applying 
Lemma 3.1 for probability bounds. The details are long but seem to be quite 
standard ones and so are omitted. Babu and Singh (1978) may be found 
helpful in verifying the claims. 
4. GOODNESS OF FIT STATISTTCS 
Throughout this section {Y,} denotes a stationary sequence of q-variate, 
m-dependent random vectors with the underlying d.f. F having continuous 
marginals. We discuss in this section LDP for multivariate versions of two 
goodness of tit statistics-Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and Ander- 
son-Darling statistics, defined as 
KS, = sup{ IF,(x) - F(x)]; x E Rq} 
AD; = 
I 
[F,(x) - F(x)]’ h2(x) dx, 
RP 
where F, denotes e.d.f. {Yi} and h is some bounded continuous function on 
Rq. We assume further that marginal distributions are U[O, I], which of 
course can be achieved by suitable transformation. This assumption reduces 
all our considerations to [O, I]“. We denote this set by J hereafter. 
THEOREM 6. If r(., .) denotes the covariance kernel on J X J defined as 
I-@, t) = cov(I(Y, < s), I(Y 1 < t)) 
+ i=~p, Icovtr(Y,~s)~~tY,+i~t)) 
+ cov(I(yl < t)9 I(yl + i < s))]9 
and r* = sup{r(t, t); t E J} > 0, then 
n-’ log P(KS, > E,) = -(ns2/2T*)( 1 + 0, + O,,,). 
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ProoJ: For a set S, let Cu(S) denote its cardinality. Given E > 0, we 
define 
and 
B, = {0, E*, 2c*,..., [&-*I c', I}, 
BT = {x: x E B, and T(x, x) > (3c,,Je2 r,) 
B**=B -B* 6 F c 
r,. = max{T(t, t); t E BT}, 
where c,,, is the constant appearing in Lemma 3.1, corresponding to 
lIXIII,= 1. Thus B,=BT U B, **. Because of the uniform continuity of the 
function I’(x, x) in x E J and the condition r, > 0, the set B,* is nonempty 
for E sufficiently small and r,, = r, + 0,. 
Given x E J, there exists an element t = (tr, t2,..., tq) of B, which belongs 
to the set 
jI,I, Ltiv Ctj + E2) A 11. 
This, together with the assumption that marginals are U[O, 11, makes sure 
that 
I F(x) - F@I < v2 and I F(x) - F(t’)l Q q& 
where t’ = ((tl + e2) A l,..., (ts + e2) A 1). As a consequence of this and the 
monotone property of F,, 
I try IF,(t) - WI - 2~ I F,(t) - W)ll S w2; c 
therefore 
SPC;F IF,@) - WI 2 6, - qE2) c 
+ P<:g IF,@) - WI > en - qE2). 
l 
(4.1) 
We now estimate the probabilities appearing in (4.1) to arrive at the desired 
theorem. 
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By an appeal to Theorem 3, 
< Ca(BT) max{P(lF,(t) - F(t)1 > E, - q&*); t E BT} 
< Cu(BT) exp(-ne*( 1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2r,,) 
G Cu(B$) exp(--ne2( 1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2f,). (4.2) 
If to denotes a member of BT which maximizes r(., .) over BT, then 
P(~E IF,@) - F(t)1 2 ~n)h J’(IF,tW - WY 2 4 
f 
= exp(--ne2( 1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2T(t’, t”)) 
= exp(-ne2( 1 + 0, + 0,,,)/2r,). (4.3) 
Finally, the rightmost term of (4.1) is estimated using Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.1 with D = n(s, - qc*)/2c,,, Z = n&‘/r,, and B = (3c,Jv2 T, 
implies 
fY~;z IF,(t) - F(t)/ 2 E, - q&*1 
l 
< Cu(BT*) max{P(iF,(t) - F(t)1 > E, - qe2); t E BT*} 
= exp(-n&*(1 + 0, + O,,,)/r,) (4.4) 
for all E small. The theorem now follows from (4.1)-(4.4). 
To get a similar LDP bound for AD,, we need to develop some notation 
first. For a function g defined on J, let ]] g/l2 = (j, g’(x) dx))“‘. If 2 is a finite 
dimensional vector, /]1]] denotes its Euclidean norm. Also, we define 
[Z-e h], = sup ( T(s, t) h(s) h(t) g(s) ds ; 
J II 2 
g is a continuous function on J with ]I g]12 = 1 
I 
, 
t= * hl, = m t) h(s) WLy 
a matrix of order Car(B,) x Car(B,), 
IT. hl,. = (Car(B,))-’ su~{ll{r- h}, - 111, 
where 1 is a vector of dimension Car(B,) with ]lll] = l}. 
It is verified through the standard approximation of integrals with finite sum 
that [r. h],, = [r. h], + 0,. 
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THEOREM 7. Zf [T. h], > 0, then 
n- l log P(AD, > E,) = -(nsZ/2[r * h]*)( 1 + 0, + O”,,). 
ProoJ Approximation of AD: by an average over the set B, implies 
AD: - (Car(B,))-’ 1 (F,(t) - F(t))* h*(t) 
tat, 
< su~{l(F,(s) - F(s))* h*(s) - (F,(t) - F(t))* h*(t)l; 
Is-ttJ<&*,S,tEJ} 
< cl2 sup{]F,(s) - F(s) - F,(t) + F(t)1 + [h*(s) - h*(t)/; 
Is-tl<&*,S,tEJ}, 
where 1 s - t) < s* means that the differences between corresponding coor- 
dinates are GE*. An application of Corollary 3.1 shows 
n-l log P (Car(B,))-’ c (F,(t) - F(t))* h*(t) > E: 
tEB 
= -(n2&*/2[r * h],*)(l + 0, + O”,,) 
= -(ns2/2[I- - h]*)(l + 0, + on,,>. 
Because h is a continuous function on the compact set J, 
sup{]I&) - P(t)l; s, t E J, Is - tl < &2} = 0,. 
Hence it only remains to be seen that the remainder 
cl3 sup{ I F,(s) - F(s) - F,(t) + F(t)(; s, t E J, 1 s - t 1 Q E*} (4.5) 
is (*). This is done using the Bonferroni inequality and Lemma 3.1. If 
lS-tfl<&*, 
V(Z(Y, < s) - Z(Y, < t)) + 2 c cov(Z(Y, < s) -IV, Q t)), 
i=l,m-1 
w l+,Gs)--P 1+19f)<2m9c2. (4.6) 
The dependence of (4.6) on s* is exploited through Lemma 3.1 to prove that 
(4.5) is (*). 
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